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Howard Named 'Great School' at
a 'Great Price' by Major Magazine

r:eet

By: Ruth L. Tisdale

In celebration of the 57th
anniversary of the signing of
the United Nations charter,
Howard University Student
Association in joint effort with
the United Nations presented
an open forum discussing the
roots and prevention of terrorism on Friday in the
Blackburn
Digital
Auditorium.
The panelists, Hali Jilani,
John P. Salzberg, Jonathan
Dean, and Kent Longmere
shed light on the hot topic of
terrorism brought to the forefront since September 11th.
Jilani, the chair of the
Asian Affairs Task Force of the
United Nations, opened the
discussion with the IsraeliPalestinian conflict.
• Many people think that
the suicide bombers are poor,
radical Muslims, but that is
not the case," Jilani said. "
Most of the suicide bombers
are middle-class university
graduates who have been
pushed by violence to the
point that they feel that this is
the only solution."
The devout AfricanAmerican Muslim also told
the audience about her experience with terrorism in Middle
East.
"Both my parents were

l'>tlo«o by Kerry-Ann Hrumhon

Jamaican Ambassador,
Seymour Mullings speaks
with Ava Simpson, a Junior
Public Relations major.
By Kerry-Ann Hamilton

Campus Editor

Ti

U.S. News and World Report names Howard University among the top 50 great schools at an affordable price.

By Ruth L. Tisdale
Contributing Writer

uses a formula that relates a
school's academic quality as
sugge,;ted by U.S. News· rankIn a recent tl_.S. News and ings and also the net cost of
World
Report,
Howard attendance for a student who
University was ranked among receives an awrage level of
the so best S<·hools for the best financial aid. The rankings
prices.
also use the perrentagc of all
To determine which undcrgradu,1tcs
recemng
schools ha, c the best rankings, grants during 2001-200~ ye;1r
P.S. ~e• -s and World Report und the -perc"Cntage of zo,,1-

2002 total costs covered by
average need-based grants.
The schools rated in the
top half of each category were
considered for this ranking.
Howard University placed
39th out of so schools.
Prornst A. Toy C.tldwcll
Colbert is proud of the
Uni\'ersity·s accompli~hment.
•rube recognlwl '115 a top

institution speaks very highly
of Howard," Caldwell-Colbert
said. -when you look at the
document [ranking] you can"t
tell how many students want
to come to HU because of it,
but it docs add to the reputation of the Unh•ersity."

See 1-lU page A3

See ROOTS page B3

Island Politics:

A Focus on Jamaica and.
1rinidad and Tobago

General Assembly Declares
Arts and Sciences VP

-

By Robin Davis

Contnbuting Writer

Photo Cour1eo;y o(ww\\tlp.u1i.i.ment,org

Pho10 c."Ollne..y of~\\ \'t.j1,..gov.jm

Prime Minister of Trinidad and
Tobago Patrick Manning

Prime Minister of Jamaica
P.J. Patterson .

By Jonathan Grannum
Hilltop Staff Writer

11th of September and as a
result General Elections were
held two months early on
Wednesday, October 16.
The result of this call to
the polls is that the incumbent
party, the People"s National
Party (PNP), and their leader,
P. J. Patterson, remain in
power. The opposition will
continue to be the Jamaica
Labor Party (JLP), of whicl1
Edward Seaga is the leader.
The final result was a total of
35 out of 60 seats to the PNP
with the remaining 25 going
to the JLP. As with all elections, differing viewpoints on
the outcome are evident, but
most people seem to be generally accepting of the results.
''W)lat is good is that there
wasn't as much controversy as
previous elections. Despite
the fact the country needs
change they have reelected the
same leader, but I guess they
have faith in the PNP party,"
states Ava Simpson, a senior
Public Relations major at
Howard who is originally from
Jamaica and currently the
Secretary of the Caribbean
Students' Association.

The season for elections is
here and the talk of budgets
and economic goals is ripe.
Some nations' elections arc
just getting underway and yet
for others, it is a time for their
supporters and the entire
country to know the reason
that they are in power. Not
only must they accomplish
this feat, they must also provide the people with the
incentive to put them back in
power after their term comes
to end.
The countries of interest
at the moment are Jamaica
and Trinidad and Tobago.
These countries hold common
the fact that their elections
have recently been completed.
The difference however, is the
reason for these elections,
which have not exactly come
after the usual term of four
years.
An article in the Jamaica
Gleaner cited a call for early
elections by the people given
the current economic climate
in their country. This call
came as the result of a poU
held between the 4th and the

See ISLAND page B3

TI1e General Assembly earlier this month to uphold the
results of the September special
elections, Jason Ravin was
declared the executive vice president of the Arts and Sciences
Student Cow1cil.
The decision signaled the
end of an extensive election
process that began last spring.
Ravin and his opponent, Rey
Castillo, underwent three elections, where they were not duly
elected.
Another el!!ciion was held
this full, with a new candidate,
Christian Dorsey.
Although the General
Assembly allowed Dorsey to
campaign,
the
Howard
Uni\'ersity Student Association
Policy Boaro removed his nan1e

1r. i
\l

lite l"holo

The General Assembly at a meeting.

from the ballots hours before the
election began.
IJ1 the Sept. 24 election,
Ravin won the majority of the
votes, but results were "ilhheld
from the public until the grievance was resolved "ilh Dorsey.
This grievance was resolved

e Jamaican Ambassador
o the United States, The
Honorable
Seymour
Mullings, OJ, in collaboration
with the Jamaican Nationals
Association hooted a special dinner and infonnational session
for Jamaican students studying
in the Washington DC,
Metropolitan area at the ambassador's official residence on
Saturday.
Mullings was elated to facilitate the meetin? of Jamaican
students.
"Students need some form
of parental direction and it
important that students are not
left handicap without a support
system while studying overseas; Mullings said.
Jaye Lowe, a Jan1aican
born Immigration Attomcy-atlaw, spoke with students about
the changing trends in U.S.
Immigration policy since the
September nth te1TOrist attacks
last year.
"The immigration policy
· was changed in 1996, but not
enfon:cd until after the 9/11
attacks," Lowe said. "I think the
attacks were an anomaly, my
concern
is
that
the
INS[lmmigration
and
Nationalization Sel'\ice] will not
be as discretionary in their decisions."
Lowe cautioned students
not to jeopardit.e their F-1 status, a student visa issued to
international students studying
in the United States. Students
should have a minimum of 12
credit hours of course work or
approximately four courses,
work on campus unless gh'en
INS authorization, among other
regulations enforced by the INS

when the General Assembly
voted to uphold the Policy
Boaro's•decision of not allowing
new candidates.
The decision was the consensus of the Assembly, but

See GAM page A7

See JAMAICAN page A3

Caribbean Countries Attempt To Mirror E.U.
By Danielle M. George
Contributing , ,v riter

Under the auspices of economic prosperity, the Caribbean
Islands may put aside their nationalistic independence for the sake of
monetary unity. In the best interest of the Caribbean Community
(CARlCOM) there is increased
support to fonn a single economic
union that will offset the decline in
tourism.
The Janiaican Gleaner
reports,
"1'he
Heads of
Government of the Caribbean
Commmuty in a recent emergency
meeting in the Bahamas approved
a US $18 million joint public/ private sector emergency tourism

promotion
program.
The
Emergency Regional Promotion
program is specially designed to
revive the interest of consumers to
vacation in the Caribbean and
envisages short and long-term
strategies geared to the l'c-launch
of the Caribbean presence in the
main marketplaces of North
America
and
United
Kingdom/Europe."
In the Washington Report on ·
the Hemisphere, Odettia, Francis
outlined Barbadian plans with the
Organization ofF.astem Caribbean
States (OE.CS). "Bariladian Prime
Minb1er Owen Arthur, who initially proposed the alliance, along with
other island representatives,
believes that the new association

will be realized this time around
because all of the parties arc will-

went on to say, "Thecrcationofthe
alliance would have the participating islands merging many of their
services, like thejudiciary, civil aviation, maritime affairs. telecommunications, diplomatic representation, joint economic planning.
management of exclusive econom--·· ....~ • ,
- - -.. . J
ic
wnes, education, health, the
·::::. ...
.J
....... __
!'
environment and disaster readi) ~ -;:
ness. However, they will not
immediately seek mone tary
...
Photo credit: ww,\ mo~_tom union."
Map of the CarlbbeanRegion
While the promise ofeconomic prosperity should be motivation
ing to "'give their best shot." The enough to guarantee a venture of
eight-island entity will consist of this magnitude, this is certainly not
Antigua, Barbados, Dominica, the first time it has been attempt
Grenada, Montserrat, St Kitts, St
Lucia and St Vincent." Francis
See MONEY page B3
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VOICES Professor Clark-Lewis Pens Book: First Freed
&
VIEWS
By Shari James
Contributing Writer

How do you feel
about cell
phones going

off in class?

.

Nkosi Sharpe
African American
Studies
.. It is very rude. People
need lo respect 1hc professors and other people
in class trying IO learn."

Elizabeth Clark-Lewis, a
professor in the Howard
University department of
History and Director of the
Public History Program, recently had a book signing for her
newest publication Firsi Freed:
Washington, D.C., in the
Emancipation Era ..
The book is a collection of
works from seven scholars who
were apart of a g.aduate class
with Clark-Lewis called D.C.
History. It is a compilation with
an introdurtion by Clark-Lewis
reflecting her background in
public history, Washington,
D.C. based conferences and
essays from students in the
1992 class. It deals with the post
Emancipation era, giving the
reader a strong sense of the
social, economic, spiritual and
political acti,~ty that was taking
place at that time.
Clark-Lewis said that the
book docs not dwell on the negative
factors
of
the
Emancipation era, but rather
the worthwhile efforts that
African Americans made for
improvement. "I want it to be
known tl1at African-Americans

Photo by May;:1 Gill1.1m

Professor of history, Ellzabeth Clark-Lewis, conducts a book signing at the Howard
University Bookstore for her new book, "First Freed" on Thursday.
•

moved from slavery to freedom
with dignity, tl1at people were
striving to improve their social
and economic standings. They
created and environment to
ensure that they became free."
She said tl1at she was motivated
to write the book because she
felt that African Americans
needed to know about their history. • [African-Americans)

ring on many occasions, most
noticeably in the classroom.
Felicia Walker, professor of
Ten years ago, cell phones Communications Law, is been
were about as common as quite perturbed that cell phone
George W. Bush on Jeopardy. has rung in every class since
They were 50 times the size that school started.
they are today, and were not
"There are times when you
very fashionable to sport. need to be una"ailable. If you
However, today, it seems can ·1 turn your cell phone off
almost everyone has one.
for an hour and a half, you don·t
Motorola, Nextel, Nokia, need to come to class: Walker
Samsung and the list goes on said. "If I could, my policy
would be that I would confisand on.
They come in several differ- cate cell phones that ring dur•
ent shapes and sizes, complete ing my class."
Technical Writing Pre-Law
"~th customizable faccplates
and downloadable ring tones, Professor Clinton Jones admits
not to mention the optional tliat people may forget from
hologram and flashing anten- time to time.
na.
.. My cell phone has gone off
Although tl1c benefits and in class because 1 forgot to turn
features of cell phones are it off, so people do make misnumerous, many people are not takes once in a while."
fans of the noise pollution they
However, Jones shares
sometimes bring.
Walker's abomination for the
Most students and profes- pieces of plastic and/or metal
sors have encountered the in class.
annoyance of a never-ending
"I hate tl1em, they are disContributing Writer

"My phone rings off the
hook in class. 1 think i1 is
a lillle distractiYe and we
should put our phones on
vibrate."

Angela Addo
Chemistry
"I hm·e has professors
answer their phones in
class. I think it is disrespectful."

Keysha Ahmad
Biology
"11 is especially annoying
when the person listens to
the whole song or 1une. "

("('lmp,kJ t,y Kerry Ann ll;11111h ""omJ
L:1111'\."n li.i) nc ,\,tJl·Nit'
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people have come from to make
a difference, including works
from WEB DuBois and other
local activists who strived for
tl1e change.
Dr. Clark-Lewis, born and
raised
in
Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania, found out about
the First Freed in the early '70s
when she was coming to
Howard University. She learned

it."

First Freed is a relatively
short text ,vith less than 200
pages. Although compact, it
entails a wide scope of information.
The book is now available at
the
Howard
University
Bookstore at a cost of $23.95
plus tax.

Professors Disturbed by Ringing Cell Phones in Class
By Sarah-Jane Thomas

Micah Garrison
Civil Engineering

need to know how freedom
evolves, not just in D.C. but in
every community in the nation,"
said Clark-Lewis.
With D.C. being the first
place to emancipate slaves on
August 16, 1862, Clark-Lewis
deems it important that people
in the area gain a sense of their
history. TI1c book gives people a
better understanding of how far

a great deal from her elders who
told her about her what the
term meant. She developed and
interest in the topic and decided
to study t11e issue, hence her
book. However, tl1is is not her
first piece of public work, she
was the director and producer
for the PBS documentary film
'Freedom Bags', which won the
Oscar Micheaux Award. She has
also published otl1er books and
articles. Many private and corporate foundations have supported her work, and she has
gained recognition through
many awards.
Dr. R.ichlyn Goddard, a professor at Howard University
and a contributor to First Freed
said that she was a part of the
D.C. History class.
"I am really excited about
the publication and the knowledge that people will gain from

tracting. I remind everybody
to tum them off."
Senior television production major Delana Oliver says
cell phones in class are not a
problem in unless the people
leave them on and walk out
middle of a lecture.
•·rt's not the cell phone
that's a problem; it's tl1c people tlint use tl1emt Oliver said.
Senior Adrian White
agrees.
"If a cell phone is audible,
it is a major distraction to
everyone whether they say so
or not," White said. "There is
nothing more annoying than a
person's cell phone going off in
class, and they have to cross
two rows of people to go out- Krystal Foster, speaks on her cell phone In class •
side and answer it."
By no means is this prob- Virginia Community College, sense about cellul ar phone
lem specific to Howard Annandale Campus, also says ringing in class.
her professors have serious
"One day in class the proUniversity.
problems
witl1
cell
phones
ringfessor
took someone's phone
Colleges around the nation
ing
in
class.
and
told
the caller never to call
are faced with a similar concern
back
at
this time again,"
Nicole Cottrell, a senior at
Samantlia
Rajab,
an
English major at Northern George Washington University, Cottrell said.
says her professors are no-non-

Reasoning Regional Rift
CSA and HSA Members Dispel Rumors of Rivalry
By Leesa Davis

Health and Fitness Editor
Recently, a number of
Haitian
students
left
Caribbean
Students
Association to become members of the Haitian Students
Association, rumors ensued
around campus insinuating
rivalcy between the two organizations.
Christina Pardo, a junior
biology pre-med major and
public relations person for
HAS, is also a member of CSA
and has been a member of
both since her freshman year.
"l think there's a need for
HSA because Haiti is different
from other Caribbean Islands,"
Pardo said. "We [Haitians] are
more unique. "
Pardo said that while most
Caribbean Islands are Englishspeaking, Haiti has its own
language, Creole (French
dialect), which sets it apart

from the other Caribbean
countries.
Carla Marie Ulcrie, a junior informational systems and
analysis major and president
of CSA, agreed with Pardo.
"The language barrier is probably what · separates the
Haitian students but CSA has
never had a problem with
IISA."
The Trinidadian native
who has been a member of
CSA since her freshman year
said t this is the first time she's
heard such a rumor.
"From what I was told
since I've been here, the students who formed HSA at the
time felt that CSA was dominated by a particular group
and so, Haitians felt that they
weren't represented," Ulerie
said.
Yves Louis-Jacques, a senior CO BIS major and vice president of HAS, said there are
many goals HSA hopes to fulfill this year.

"Our mission is to install
Haitian pride in Haitian students and students of Haitian
descent on Howard's campus,"
Louis-Jacques sa id. "We're
trying to educate the Howard
community as well as members within HSA about Haitian
culture."
Louis-Jacques said that
HSA ,viii soon begin Creole
classes and compass (Haitian
dance) classes.
Pardo added that HSA will
work closely with other
Haitian organizations to start
an exchange program for
Howard University students.
"HSA will work with the
National Organization For
Advancement of Haitians,"
Pardo said. "We also want to
dispel myths tl1at people have
about Haitians. People think
that Haitians are ugly and that
all of us practice voodoo."
Compared to CSA's 300
members (which is comprised
of mostly Jamaicans and

The Hilltop

Trinidadians), HSA has 40
paid members.
Louis-Jacques said that he
wants HSA to be recognized on
Howard's campus.
"Haitians are tl1e underdogs of the Caribbean because
at one point, Haiti was the
poorest country in the Western
I lemispherc; but we are rich in
culture."
Justin Groves, a junior
psychology and Spanish major
and member of CSA from
Jamaica, said that there is segregation e,•cn within CSA.
"It's ob,~ous that there's
separation behveen CSA and
HSA but there's also segregation within CSA," Groves said.
• All the Jamaicans hang out
together and tl1e Trinidadians
have their own crew. All CSA is
known for is having parties
and they need to change that."
Lavon Erskine, a sophomore internationa l business
major from Jamaica echoed
Groves sentiments. "As an

organization we need to be
known for more than our parties."
Alana Whitaker, a senior
chemistry
major
from
Barbados and member of CSA
disagrees with the notion that
CSA is solely about parties.
"CSA has many programs
in which all the Islands can
come together," Whitaker said.
"This year, we arc striving to
do more community service
and we ,viii continue to work
through the International
Student Services."
The CSA was formed in
June 1944, is an organization
in which the views of
Caribbean students can be
voiced and a social cohesiveness is fostered among the
members. Former Haitian CSA
members however, branched
off to their own organization,
the
Haitian
Student
Association was created in the
early 199o's.

October 29, 2002
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Classroom
or Circus?
By Paris McCoy
Hilltop Staff \>Vritcr
It is a teacher's worst
nightmare, He or she is
sharing with the class wh at
they s pent the g reater portion of their life studying
when a student asks a
questio n
deliberately
intended to disrupt their
class,
Or, even worst, a student asks a question about
the vel'y subj ect the
teacher spent just spent
ten minutes talking about,
The
questio n
that
comes out of nowhere can
throw even the most expert
educat or for a loop. On the
one hand, teachers do not
want to discourage stu•
dents from asking questions, while repeatedly
entertaining major deviations makes bad use of
valuable class time.
Ann Bernard, a PrePharmacy major, is disturb ed by dumb questions
in class.
"I think that those stu•
d e nts who ask dumb questions need attention and
the teacher sho uld not discourage students from asking but a nswer the question and make them feel
dumb by themselves,"
Be rnard said.
Some s tudents thought
the day of the class clown
was over in high school,
many feel the class clown
is lurking around the halls
of Howard University.
Wanda
AldermanSwain, professor of sociology agrees students should
not be discouraged from
asking questions.
"It is important to
neve r c reate an environment where students do
not feel comfo rtable asking
questions,"
AldermanSwain said. "The behavior
[of asking uninformed
questions] is usually associated with first and second year students. By the
third and fourth year, most
students know not to go
there."
Alderman-Swain said
students know which professors they can joke
a round with in class.
"I usu a lly get the upper
hand and then the clowning will s top. Very few students want to go t oe to toe
with me."
Debra Roberts, a developmental
psychologist,
explains psychological root
of dumb questions.
"It (jokes in class]
takes away some feelings
of insecurity the student
might have. You realize
this at first and let it go,"
Roberts said. "I don't think
there is a place for being
the class clown in higher
education and at this level
serves no pu rpose."
Rukie Wison, a political science major, is a lso
disturbed by the theatrical
acts in class.
"For students trying t o
b e funny, they need to stop
because they are wasting
valuable class time and
money," Wilson said. "It all
depends on th e person, the
person's motives, and it is
up to each individual to
decide what is dumb and
what isn't."
Roberts urges students
to approach the classroom
with seriousness and professionalism.

October 29, 2002

Students Wary Of The Talks
Of Deployment To Iraq
By Shari Davis
Contributing Writer
The possibility of the
United States going io war
with Iraq has many students
concerned with the possibility
of getting drafted.
In 1990 10 Ho,vard
University stud~nts were
drafted to the war against Iraq
led by former President
George
Bush,
Sr.
Even though there is nothing
set in stone as far as the war
efforts, many Howard students fear having to fight on
the front lines for their coun•
try.
Milton Pace, a sophomore
music business major would
not fight in a war against Iraq.
"I wouldn't want to be any
where else in the world except
for America, but I don't love it
that much to fight for it."
This sentiment is the general
feeling of many Howard stu•
dents.
"I don't understand what
the problem is and whom we
are fighting," a student, 'who
wishes to remain anonymous,
said. • Is it te rrorism or is it
because we want more oil?"
According to Crewasky A.
Salter, Lieutenant Colonel for
the Army, the draft has been
disabled for many years, and
it's highly unlikely that it will
return.
Associate Provost Alvin

Thornton also states that it
would take years for Congress
to debate and come to constancy on new draft laws.
There is concern as to what the
University would do with the
students who are called for
active duty.
"The University will do its
best to accommodate that student,"
Thornton
said.
"Depending on what is best for
the student academically, they
will decide whether the stu-

--
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••••••
dent needs to "~thdraw or just
receive incompletes."
The University will also
take care of the deployed student's academic records, send
notice to the student's professors and, if needed, provide
academic counseling for every
respective school the student
is
enrolled
in.
The fear of possibly fighting
for your country is not concern
for students like sophomore
ROTC
cadet,
Mignon
Broughton.
"lf I was called to active

duty I would be honored to
fight for my counlcy and this is
not just because I'm ROTC
because I have concerns just
like a civilian," Broughton
s
a
i
d
'
"One thing that students
assume is that if you're ROTC
then you're forced to fight and
that is not the case. We are not
trained for combat we are
trained to go into the army."
Being p icked for the draft is
the job of the selective service
and has nothing to do with a ny
militacy organization. Draft
picks are supposed to be random picks of men who have
registered once they reach the
age of 18.
Women are not likely to
get drafted. At the time when
there was a draft some things
that exempt you from the draft
were h aving flat feet, being a
college student in good academic standing, and being the
last or only son in the family.
Salter wants something to be
clear to civilians.
"The army does not produce war, the army has been
assembled to denture war and
to keep peace. The people who
are determining wars are civilians,
for
example
the
Commander-In-Chief
(the
president) and Congress. They
are all civilians and are voted
into office by civilians."

Volunteers Walk for Diabetes

Phoco h} \fdante " e,bin

Some Howard University students participate in the America's Walk for Diabetes
Saturday.
HU from page A1

few years, Howard will be more

difficult to get into than most
Howard was the only I-IBCU predominately white schools."
to be listed in tl1e top ranking of
Schools such as University
this poll and just the third area of Chicago, Carnegie Mellon,
school to be listed in the top 50; and St. Louis University repreUniversity of Virginia placed sented some of the other pre11th and Goorgetow11 was placed dominantly white schools that
49th out of 50 schools.
placed in the rankings. "This poll
Students like Alexis Logan, a gives an unfair representation of
freshman political science, says I-IBCUs to young black high
tltis new ranking could increase school students who a.-e considthe popularity of Howard ering going to an HBCU,'' said
University.
Simone Williams, a freshman
"'This new ranking can only business-financing major.
make I Ioward more attractive to
This is not the first time that
students who are looking for an Howard has been placed on a
affordable HBCU to attend," national ranking list.
Logan said
Howard placed third as one
Kristin Giles, a sophomore of the best black college websites
undecided major, says the new behind
Spelman
and
poll will make Howard a more Morehouse, and also placed fifth
difficult school in terms of as one of the top 50 colleges for
admissions.
African Americans ahead of
"This year's (freshman] Florida A&M, Clark Atlanta
class is a lot smarter than last University,
and
Xavier
year's class," Giles said. "Because University.
of this new ranking, more high
In 1995, "Money" magazine
school students with high SAT named Howard University one
and ACT scores will apply to of the three best educational valHoward and get admitted. In a ues among U.S. colleges.

JAMAICAN from page A1
and U.S. colleges and universities.
Patrick Goodin, professor of
philosophy, was the guest speaker. He encouraged students to
preser.-e their Jamaican culture,
but to also lrorn about U1eir new
community.
·\,vl,en I moved to tl1e United
States from Jamaica in the 196o's
tl1ere were indeed challenges
adjusting," Goodin said. "
Students who come to the
Washington area do not ha,-e to
embrace tl1e ct~ture, but it is
important to leam about the govemment and their new community."
Students like Pa,-el Byles, a
junior computer science and
engineering major, found the
program infonnative.
"The immigration lawyer
allS\,-ered a lot of the questions I
had about the new regulations,"
Byles
said.
"International
Students Association on campus
has tried to infonn us, but Ms.
Lowe told me about policies I was

not aware of."
Michelle Brown, a second
year MBA student attending
Goorge Washington University
and Campion College and

The Hilltop

ROTC Cadets Awarded for
By Ruth L. Tis dale
Hilltop Staff Writer
When some students
think about ROTC, well
pressed uniforms, shined
boots, and military style
pushups may come to mind,
but the ROTC program
involves a lot more.
The 2002 Fall ROTC
awards ceremony was held
recently where students were
pr<'sented with awards for
civilian, academic, and military achievements.
Thirteen cadets received
an award for completing the
national advanced leadership
course; which takes place in
Fort Lewis, •Washington. It
lasted for 32 days during the
summer. The program had to
be completed by third-year
ROTC studen ts.
ROTC students were also
awarded
with
academic
achievement awards for their
academic performance last
semester.
Krista McBayne, a cadet,
received the highest academic
GPA with a 3.95 average.
Some ROTC students such
as Donine Watson, a senior
commun ications major, balance ROTC, school, and a family.
"I am married and ha"e
two children, but I a m happy
about what I am doing,"
Watson said.
Many ROTC students said
time management is their best
solution to balancing ROTC
and schoolwork.
"Managing ROTC a nd
schoolwork is n ot that much
harder than if you were o n the
football team and you were
trying to manage sch oolwork
and football." said cadet
Brandon McCalla.
Some ROTC students who
have served in the military are
used to tough schedules.
"Coming from the military, I am used to being up a t
five in the morning and getting
work done," Watson said.
Many students on campus
are not aware of the rigor
ROTC students endure. Along
with schoolwork, ROTC mem
her.: have classes in military
training as well. A typical day
for ROTC cadet starts while
many Howard students are
still in bed.
"I have to wake up a t five
so that I will be ready for physical training at six in the morning," McCalla said.
After an hour and a half of
physical training, ROTC members ha\'C to finish the rest of
the day with regular classes.

University of the West Indies
graduate, says the event was culturally renewing.
"At GWU I am the only
Jamaican in the MBA program
and I only know one other
Jamaican, so a function such a.~
this connects me with people
from home," Brown said. The
event was also very timely. Many
students expressed concerns
about the arrest of a Jamaican,
John Lee Malvo, 17, a suspect in
the Washington sniper killings
connected to 13 murders, 10 of
which were fatal in past tltree
weeks.
Sherone Harrison, a first
year student attending Prince
Goorge's Community College
(PGCC)in Maryland, is fearful of
the effects this may have on
Jamaican students studying in
the United States and especially
in Washington OC
"I am concerned about people arc going to view us,"
Harrison said.
According to a Jamaica
Observer poll, a national newspaper, 66 percent of Jamaicans say
because the Jamaican Malvo is
suspected in the sniper case
future entry for Jamaicans into
the US will be affected.

"When n ormal students
wake up for classes at eight in
the morning, ROTC cadets
have been awake for almost
three hours," McCalla said.
For an ROTC cadet leader
like Chantaline Todman, a
Cadet Lieutenant Colonel, the
day can be even more difficult.
"Because I am battalion
commander and I oversee two
compan ies my day is filled
with making sure people are
d oing what they should be
doing," Todman said. "We
have to attend leadership labs
on Thursdays and we also
work on rifle marksmanship,
and causality training."
Lakisha Lockehart, a senior psychology major and
Battalion Commander, sa id
ROTC is an opportunity to
hone her leadership skills.
"Being in ROTC h elps me
to learn not only how to be a
leader, but also how to h ave
people skills and how to speak
in public," Lockehart said.
The ROTC program is
opened to anyone however
scholarships are only reserved
for United Slates citizens.
Applicants need to have a 2.5
GPA or a 720 SAT score to be
eligible.
Students are able to
choose from either the twoyear, three-year, or fou r-year
scholarship programs when
they enter the ROTC program.
"Most Howard students
choose the four-year program," said Timothy Johnson,
recruiting officer for the ROTC
program. Some students even
stay in school to receive the ir
master's and PhD degrees.
"By being in the ROTC
program, I am able to use my
major, which is Spanish, to
become a linguistics in the
a rmy," Todma n said.
After g raduation, many
ROTC students will enlist for
active duty as second lieutenant officers in the military
or reserved officers in the military.

Ambassador
Mullings
expressed sympathy to tl1e 13
families affected by the sniper
shooting and was disappointed
that a Jamaican youth fell prey to
an adult who led him a stray.
"I met with representatives
from the US State department on
Friday to apologize to the
American people for the actions
ofMalvo," Mulling,;said 'Toe US
and Jan1aica has had great relations in tl1e past and we would not
want an incident such as this to
spoil our long tern, relationship."
The President of the JNA,
Jennifer Asher, said the event was
a success and happy students
were able to attend and be
infom1ed about issues affecting
Jamaican nationals.
"We saw tl1e need to have
this e--ent so that we can establish
a link between students and the
JNA," Asher s.-ud
JNA plans to make U1e meeting of students with the ambassador an annual event.
According to U.S. embassy
website the number ofJaniaicans
currently studying in various U.S.
colleges increased by more than
20% over the 2000-2001 academie ycar.
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BUSINESS
From Stocks to Bonds: Investing Basics
By LeVaughn Erskine
Contributing Writer
The stock market appears
in the news every day. One
hears about it any time it
reaches a new high or a new
low, and also daily in state•
ments like "The Dow Jones
Industrial Average rose two
percent today, with advances
leading declines by a margin
of..." One may also hear about
bonds and having a good
investment portfolio, but what
does it all mean?
All those fancy terms mentioned before lie under one
general heading: finance.
Finance is the term used to
describe the creation and
maintenance
of
wealth.
Obviously, everyone is not
finance majors, but everyone
could definitely use the information if they want to have
access to the wealth it implies.
Having said that, lets
move on to. stocks. Quite simply, stock, also referred to as

an equity security, is owner•
There are certain stocks
ship in a company. Imagine that arc considered to have
that you own a business. If a very minimal risk. Such a stock
person were to divide that is called a "blue chip." A "blue
business up into small pieces chip" is the nickname for a
and sell those pieces, one stock that is thought to be safe,
would essentially have issu~d in great financial shape, and
stock. An owner of stock is firmly entrenched as a leader
allowed to vote in corporate in its field. They generally pay
matters pertaining to tbe run- dividends and are favorably
ning of that company. Also, he looked at by investors. A few
or she, receives a return on examples of blue chips would
that investment in the form of be Wal-Mart, Coca-Cola,
a dividend, payable at the end Gillette, and Exxon-Mobile.
of the business year, or techniStocks in publicly traded
cally speaki11g, the fiscal year.
companies are bought and sold
A second type of return at a stock market (also known
also accumulates to the owner as a stock exchange). Tbe New
in the form of an appreciation York Stock Exchange (NYSE)
in the stock price. Many is an example of such a market.
in\'cstors in\'cst in a company The NYSE is a supermarket for
primarily for this kind of stocks. The NYSE can be
return. However, since stock is thought of as a big room where
essentially a measure of own• everyone who wants to buy
ership, as 01vner yQu share in and sell shares of stocks can go
the risk of the business. to do their buying and selling.
Therefore, while one may yield
Bonds, like stocks, arc
considerable profit from securities. However, they are
investing in stock, there's also referred to as debt securities.
a 50-50 chance of a loss.
Bonds are debt issued by cor-

porations and governments
throughout the world. When a
person purchases a bond, he or
she is loaning money to the
issuer, who in turn, pays inter• .
est for the use of the money, or
capital. Bond markets most
often rise when stocks arc out
of favor.
Unlike stocks, bonds are
always redeemable at face
value despite whatever financial difficulties the issuer may
experience. As a matter of fact,
debt security holders have a
priority over equity security
holders both in yearly interest
payments and in return of
principal if the company
should encounter financial dif•
ficulty. For that reason,
investors often prefer debt
securities to equity securities.
This brings us to the end of
this course, no quiz, exam or
final. There's more detailed
stuff to this than just demysti•
fying all the unfamiliar jargon
one hears everyday, but this is
a good start.

Prospective Investors Encouraged to Invest Now
By now, we are all familiar
with the picture. With the
uncovering of accounting scan•
dais at such big companies as
Enron and MCI/Worldcom, the
stock market has tumbled,
ruining employees 401(k)s and
investment portfolios. The
market seems to be like a roller
coaster ride, make record gains
and falls every week.
With all that has been
going on in the past year, even
seasoned investors are running
scared. Now is definitely not
the time to start putting your
money into the stock market,
many are saying.
Or is it?
According to Bob Mann,
president of First Georgetown
Securities, now is the best time,
especially for voung investors,
as long as they ann themsekes
with good information.
"Young people should start
investing as soon as they can."
he says. "Now is an excellent
time because prices are low."
Mann, who heads a brokerage firm that serves many
investors in the greater 0.C.
area, says that many investors
have the wrong attitude

towards the current market. In
order to make any real money,
one must be willing to put
money away for a long period of
time. By investing long term,
one can ride out the ups and
do,vns that cause many to bail
out of the market.
And because long-term
vision is key, Mann encourages
young people to get a start on
investing now, even if they do
not have much to start 1>'ith.
·It's nnt how much you
invest, but when," he says.
Howe\'er, before a student
in\'ests, there arc a few things
that he or she must be aware of,
says Mann.
First off, one must have a
secure financial situation where
one can afford to put money
away for a long period of time.
This means that one shouldn't
have any extensive credit card
debts of outstanding loans
before they begin to invest.
Secondly, one must be
comfortable with the risk of
putting your money in the market.
·The longer you keep your
money in, the better you'll end
up," says Mann. "Through a

period of 10 to 20 years, you
can sec a nice return on your
money."
But, since it is the stock
market, Mann says that one
must still be comfortable ,>ith
the idea that you could possibly
lose some money as well.
Thirdly, having a goal for
your money can help you determine how much you should
invest in and where to put it.
After determining your
financial situation, goals and
amount of risk tolerance, Mann
says you then have two choices:
Get an account with a firm like
First Georgetown, or trade
online with a firm like
Ameritrade.
The minimum investment
at a brokerage firm is usually at
least $500, but students can
find a cheaper alternative by
investing online, where the
Online minimum is usually
around $25.
However, in the long run,
according to Mann, you lose
more money at an onlinc firm,
as they charge a bigger commission per dollar than traditional
firms do.
Regardless of how one

chooses to invest, though,
Mann stresses that the begin•
ning investor should get ad,~ce
from a trusted source. Finding
quality advice is not hard,
either, as many firms have
financial advisors that ,,ill give
free advice to beginning
in\'CStors. And though advisors
hope that the beginning
investor will continue to do
business ,>'ith them thanks to
the ad,'ice, most financial advisors are taught to give pressurefree advice.
And though Mann likes
to encourage young people to
invest as soon as they can (he
made sure his own daughter
started investing at 16), Mann
realizes that some are not in the
best position to start investing
while in college. Nonetheless,
he says that one should start
investing at the earliest possible
moment.
"You should start
young," says Mann. "If not in
college, you should definitely
start as soon after college as
you can. lf you do, 10 to 20
years dmvn the road, you're
gonna be really happy."

Broker 101: Tips on Choosing the Right Broker
By Denyse Kirkpatrick
Contributing Writer
If there were anything we
could all have and never run
out of it would be money. That
thought can hold true if one
begins to invest their money
into mutual funds, stocks or
bonds. How can you start
building a portfolio and mak•
ing money that will be accessible to you as it matures and
grows? It's not as hard as many
believe.
The first step in making
this lucrative move is finding a
financial broker or advisor that
can pro\'ide one with the necessary counseling and assist one
in achieving their financial
goals.
Investing is a craft that can
prove to be rewarding over
time. Yet, in involving oneself
in such an endeavor, it is
important to do research on
the company and individual
whose financial counseling
services you will be using.
Michael Colar. a financial
agent and licensed rcaltor of
Prudential Financial said,
"\'lhen going about choosing a
broker, a person should get a
referral from people they may
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Securities and
Exchange
Commission certifies brokers.
"As a child may, I received
Can you only recommend a limited amount of products
bonds for Christmas and as the
and '.\Crviccs Ul ml!?
years progressed I began learn•
llow arc you paid for )Our services?
ing more about finance," said
What experience do you ha,e, especial!)' with people in
Howard student Ethan Zagore.
my cir"·rnnsttuu:~·!
·1 started reading books and
\\'here did you go to school?
newspaper that taught me to
choose a brokcc based on their
Compunic, Offering Fin11nci11l Scrvicr
rates and years of establish•
Prudential Fm,111cial
ment:
Doing background checks
Solomon Smith and Barney
are
always helpful, especially
Merri.II L,nch
considering the current ecoAmerican E\press Financial Scrvicl!s
nomic atmosphere of the
United States.
Wrbsilc< for Beginning ln\'C~tor~
"You want to work with
http: \\Ww.al>outcom (mvcsting)
someone you can trust and that
http://\\".fools.com (10\ csting)J
will provide positive investhttp:/imonc,ccntral.msn.com tin,c,1ing)
ment information in light of
h11p://w1,,,.blackcn1crprise.com
the investment market," said
Colar. "So that before making
know such as a professor or ficd financial planners (C.F.B), that final decision, ask the
friends, who are investing to and chartered financial ana- advisor questions about their
sec if they've had positive or lysts. Both are required to pass experience ,,ith different types
negative growth with their three examinations after five of clients and at what capaci•
money."
years of experience and are cer- ties they've worked in the
Depending on what path tified by the Association for financial market."
one wants to take, building Investment Management and
Although many people still
their financial asset will deter• Research. The most well• prefer to work ,>'iU1 a financial
mine the type of money manag- known money manager is a advisor, many have chosen to
er that ,,ill be of greater service broker, which buy and sell invest online. Financial advito them. The various types of securities for others and charge sors believe that one is at a dismoney managers that offer a fee or receives commission advantage when investing
professional services are certi• from their cli.c nts. The online because they do not
What to Ask Your Ad,isor
What l,censcs do you hold?
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Take Care of
Business
By Lawrence A . Garre tt

Columnist
\-\'hat if for a minute
we treated school like a real
business? We have a balance
sheet, with an in\'estment
strategy that is built upon a
business system or technique
that ,,;11 lead to our future
careers. Most of us only focus
on earnings on the balance
sheet, which is located in the
income section of the balance
sheet. Earnings are just a sub•
stitute for grade point average.
Therefore, like some
traditional bu c:,i nesscs that
only focus on earnings or
results, many find themselves
pressured and stressed by
deadlines rcgarclless of study
time put in for the class. And
the increasing amount of
tuition U1at is located in the
e.xpense column of the balance sheet does not help the
stress factor of deadlines and
grade point averages. especially if loans were used to
support this particular business philosophy of resting
completely on earnings.
I believe people do
well in things that h'uly like to
do. and though it may seem
like common sense, let's
examine this belief from a stu•
dent's standpoint. I know
some us can relate this story.
You wake up in the
morning and go to a class you
hate. The class is boring, long
and the person that sits next
to you gets on your nerves.
The professor's lecture is
straight out of the book and
you barely understand what
he or she is saying. while at
the same time you're tr)ing
desperately to stay up in class.
You write a note to yourself or
in your planner that you 're
going to study tonight because
you are lea\ing class now!
Somehow, lat~r turns
into e,•en later, which for
some of us turns into nc\'er.
You finally decid,· a couple
d.iy, before the important test
to crack out the tresh
unopened book and begin to
read in ,ain. You manage
somehow to review ewrything
on the test before test day and
your only hope is that the
information we attained in
our brains matches exactly
what is on the test. Good
luck!
The results an, de"astating. An i11\'cstment strate!:)'
only focused on camings, a
balance sheet with increasing
expenses and a business system controlled by pure emo·
lion.
There are two solutions to this prnhlem: the first
would im·olvc creating a busi•
ncss system with a practiced
technique to equate proper
results. A business system is
just a Im, or rule of how things
should be done and a tech•
niquc is the activity used to
apply the system.
Now when it comes to
earnings, or grade point aver•
have personal contact and they
cannot bounce ideas off someone when investing on the
Internet.
However, those that invest
online can incur cheaper sales
charges in stocks and bonds
and feel comfortable making
independent decisions on their
investments. Money managers
suggest that if you are new to
investing, getting a real broker
will be more beneficial in helping you achieve your financial
objectives.
Building wealth bas no
specific start date, but many
find themselves procrastinating in taking the necessary
steps to make power moves.

ages, I'm not the person to
model. However, I have
observed that the people who
achieve high grade point averages have a method of opera•
tion on ho\\ to attain information. They us,· 11 S)'stcm of
going beyond the syllabus
dates of required readings,
projects, etc., while using a
technique of
·constant
rem~mbrance," through flash
cards, reading over for deeper
understanding, group interaction, pre-testing ";th a clock
plus many other strategies.
The second
solution is for the other type
of people who were sold the
idea that the only worthwhile
purpose ol school is to get a
4.0 grade point average. If
everyone's investment strategy were to focus on earnings
there would be plenty of
unhappy campers at the end
of the semester.
Everyone would be
fighting for an *A." yet in theory the educational system
was not set up this way. Our
educational system in practi•
cal sense was as an ascending
process of elimination. The
bell cu1vc is ali\'e and well in
the educational S) stem. and if
you don't belie\'c me. take a
look at the increasing amount
of standardiz<'d tests used to
measure human ability and
individuals' worth in today's
marketplace.
Howe\'er, the things l
believe standardized test
could ne,·er measure is desire,
ambition, focus and ,ision.
On my balance sheet
in the asset column. I have
a,·cess to information. com·ersations with professors. social
organization, networking ,,ith
a contact list, conferences.
meetings and seminars stemming from my relationship
. with Howard. I sec suc.xs,
and n hencfit in m.. int 1iniag
quality relationships with
those that ham like minds to
my philosophy. I make it a
point to surround my.elf "ith
positive p<'oplc that lire pur•
suing their goals and plans,
right nm,, and separate
myself from those who seem
to always talk about tomor•
row.
I encourage those
who art> not focused on th,·
·earnings." to meet every
leader ot> campus. Go an)'•
where good idea.., are being
shared. If you like th1• organi1.ition join it.
Over time \'OU will be
shocked by where you ar~ and
who you ,,;11 know. Paul J.
Meyer, a billionaire business
owner "ho dc\'eloped busi·
nesscs and is the number one
personal development author
in history said, "whatever you
vi\'icll>· 11nagine, ardently
desirt'. sincerely helie,c, and
enthusiastically act upon
must inevitably come to pass."
Begin now, by viewing wealth with your mind
and not with your hands and
hard labor.

"I've always wanted to
invest in mutual funds, but I
was never quite sure how much
money to sa,•e and who to talk
to,· said Nicole Williford, a
senior psychology major at
Howard. "Now that I have
started
to
read
Black
Enterprise, I am beginning to
learn more about working with
a broker versus a financial
planner."
Investing is the key to generate and sustain wealth over a
long period of time and it can
be done through initiative,
knowledge and the motivation
to seek the services pro,~ded by
money manager professionals.
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Help us help companies determine how import
taxes, manufacturing costs and labor will affect
their profits, an<;i we'll help you build a career.

For opportunities and Information go to:
www.pwcgtobal.com/lookhere.

Look beyond the n1.1mbers.
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Sniper
Snapshots

Bush Proposes New Resolution
is whether the United States
rightfully has the power to
decide what action takes place.
The Bush Administration =fhe Bush Administration is
has presented a draft resolu- looking for any means to start
tion to the 15-member Security a war and is not going to stop
Council in an effort to advance at anything until their needs
UN inspections of Iraqi arc satisfied. Trying to' ex-pcweapons. France and Russia dite the process of a UN
have opposed the new resolu- inspection to force war seems
tion because of its "automatic to be the goal; says Jakim
a
~ophomore
authorization of force," which Thomas,
they fear will allow the United Electronic Studio 111ajor.
States to take military action
The Bush Administration
against Iraq at any sign of non- has amended the draft to
compliance.
broaden the Council's support
The new resolution states, for the resolution by excluding
"The Council has repeatedly the use of armed enforcement
warned Iraq that it will face in UN inspections, but they
serious consequences as a insist that a tough resolution is
result of its continued viola- necessary to ensure Iraqi comtions of its obligations." This pliance.
·r do understand the platreference to "serious consequences" and the allegation form of those who believe the
that Iraq has comm itted a authorization of force clause
·material breach" of its obliga- gives the US unchecked power
tions under previous UN reso- in the conflict with Iraq. I
lutions, gives the United States think, though, that a proactive
adequate grounds for taking attitude would be beneficial to
military action. The controver- the US. This is not a game.
. sy surrounding this resolution Iraq's constant defiance of UN
By Ria Marie Da"is
Hilltop Staff Writer

resolutions tells us tl1at some
other type of action must be
taken, even if it must be by
force,"
declares
Lauren
Causey, a junior English
Major. So far however, Britain
is the only member country
that has given full support to
US military action against Iraq
if it fails to comply.
French President Jacques
Chirac has proposed that two
resolutions be drafted; one
subsequent to the return of UN
inspectors from Iraq, and the
second outlining the consequences that Iraq will face if it
failed to adhere to the terms of
the UN inspection.
After several meetings, the
five permanent members of
the Security Council "~th the
power to veto the resolution
still failed to reach an agreement, and several diplomats
are currently calling for a revision of the draft resolution to
remove the United States'
implicit "automatic authorization of force" against Iraq.

-John Allen Muhammad,
41, and John Lee Malvo, 17,
were arrested at 3:19 a.m. on
Thursday last week after being
spotted in a 1990 Chevrolet
Caprice as tl1ey slept near
Interstate 70 near Myersville.
-A search at MuJ1ammad's
previous home in Tacoma,
Washington revealed bullet
fragments and a tree stump
used for target practice.
-Malva's fingerprint, was
found on a weapons magazine
near the scene of a
Montgomery, Alabama shooting in September.
-Malva's fingerprints were
also found on the scene of the
sniper crimes.

..., \\w.v. h11ehou..e.so,

President Bush addressing the North Carolina Welcome in
Charlotte on Thursday, October 24.

The Rising Cost of Education
By Sean Jackman
Hilltop Staff Writer
College Board President
Gaston Caperton said that students "with a college education,
on average, earn about one million dollars more in their lifetimes than those without," in a
recent speech. The speech
attempted to keep parents and
students interested in attaining
a college degree, despite the
recent tuition increase across
the nation's four-year public
colleges and universities. The
hike, of nearly ten percent,
would be the greatest increase
in a decade according to a survey released on Monday,
October 21.
Escorting the tuition
increase was a six percent
increase in room and board
charges. The College Board
reported that these increases
led to the average cost of
attending a four-year public
school to go up to $9,663 this
year as opposed to $8,991 from
last year, an overall difference
of $672.
The main reason given for
tl1e increase was the sluggish
economy which has constricted
the states' revenue and shrunk
endowments. As a consequence, state officials have
raised tuition.
Private schools were also
affected. However, the tuition
increases at public schools outpaced those at the nation's
1,730 private four-year colleges

and unh·ersities, where tuition
went up by 0.5 percent to an
average of $18,273 this fall- a
significant increase over last
fall's 5.5 percent increase.
Meanwhile, room and board
charges at private colleges
increased 4.7 percent to an
average of $6,479.
"The College Board's new
report on tuition and student
aid confirms what we know too
well: that the poor performance of the economy bas had a
substantial and negative
impact on tax revenue and
endowments, and consequently college tuitions," said David
Ward, president of the
American
Council
of
Education, which represents
1,800 colleges and universities.
"This effect can be seen
most vividly in the public sector of higher education, where
enormous cuts in state appropriations have led governors
and legislatures to enact tuition
increases,'' Ward said.
"To be competitive, a college or university must have
top notch facilities and staff. As
these expenses increase and
aid from the governmen t
decreases, it is inevitable that
tuition will continue to rise,"
says Marietta M. Boyd, II, a
junior Finance major.
Some schools have begun
to raise rates for non-resident
students while keeping the cost
for residents relatively stable in
an effort to encourage more
state residents to receive a col-

Did You Kno\\·?

lege education. Many public
colleges in California have
taken up this approach, to
uphold the state's image as
leading the nation in providing
low cost public education to its
residents. Other institutions
have raised their prices to all
students despite background.
It is actually generally
accepted that the college costs
would surpass the rate of inflation, as witnessed in recent
years, but higher education
officials were worried by the
size of the increase this year,
especially at public schools,
since the public schools educate about 80 percent of the
nation's college students.
The College Board also
noted that there arc relatively
few students who pay the full
price for a college education. In
public four-year colleges and
universities, over sixty percent
of the full-time students are
supplemented with tuition discounts and financial aid
resources available to lowincome and middle-income
students. This figure rises to
seventy-five percent for private
colleges and universities.
College Board officials also
reported that almost forty percent of American college students have a fee less than
$4000 a year; and a whopping
seventy percent have a fee less
than $8000 per year.
Additionally, there was an
increase in the amount of available financial aid money available to students, a record level
of $90 billion. TI1is is partly
due to the increase in support
for financial aid donallons
from organizations such as

38 percent of students atknding four-year
schools pay less than 54.000 for tuition and foes.

-The men appear to have
been acting on their own.

Only 7 percent of all students attend schools
\\here tuition is $24.000 or more.
In 1999-2000, 46 percent of all students attended
public two-)Car colll.!ges. Th..: av..:rage tuition for
a public o-year ~ollege is less than S2.000 per

t,,

ycm.

A record $90 billion in financial aid is a, ailable
to students an<l their families, an increase of over

11.5 percent from last year.

o\t four-y..:ar pri\ ate colleges and universities.
more than 7 5 pcrc..:nt of students receive some
t) pc ol financial aid
At four-year public cohcges and u111versities,
mor..: than 60 percent ,if students r.:ceive some
tvpc of financial aid.
alumni and other corporate
entities. "It is our responsibilitv, once alumni, to give back to
Howard to help curb the rising
costs, enabling more students
the chance of a higher educ,1•
tion," says Bovd. Howt•, er, the
College Boara then acknowl•
edged that though the
resources for aid have
increased, the majority (54 percent) is in the form ofloans and
not grants (39 percent) and so
many students are left with a
heavy debt, e\'lm years after

lemfog school.
Scholarships, which are
primarily used to assist students who arc unable or who
ma)' ~t ruggle to afford a college
education, arc now being
awarded based on success and
achievement rather than on
financial need. Thus, some
scholarships onlv help people
who can alreadv aflord the
rates, while a potential student,
who is experiencing a financial
setback, 1s unable to pursue
his/her college education.

feet of cargo space, and
is available with 180 hp
and a 6-speed manual
shift. Even evolution
can't fully explain it.

®

02002 TOYOTA MOTOR SALES, U SA, 1NC, BUCKt.E UP•
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-The gun found in the car
was tested and proven to be the
weapon used in u of the 13
shootings.

Almost 70 percent of students attending four-year
schools pay less than $8,000 for tuition.

Seats five, has 53 cubic

_, 1

-The car had been modified
to allow for clear, undetectable
shots to be fired from the trunk
with the back seat lowered.
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Computers that
Fix Themselves
New
York-based
International
Business
Machines Corporation is currently developing a division
called Autonomic Computing,
which aims at decreasing the
amount of human intervention required for troubleshooting.
The idea is to Jet computers take their own advice on
how to manage their system
resources more efficiently
without requiring technical
support from humans. By lessening the number of humans
needed to manage multifaceted computer systems, IBM's
strategy aims to save customers and business,;, money.

The
Bond,
Bond

Na,ne's
Barbie

With the release of "Die
Another Day" on Nov. 22,
Mattel Incorporated is celebrating the 40th anniversary
of the popular James Bond
series by introducing Barbie
and Ken as the Bond girl and
suave spy.
Ken sports 007's customary chic tuxedo "~th an elegant briefcase and Barbie
models a golden gown of lace
spiced by a red shawl and her
cellular phone strapped to her
th igh.

Hawaii
Big
Island Festival
Running from Oct. 30 to
Nov. 3, Hawaii's Big Island
Festival expects to attract over
2000 tourists and five million
dollars worth of economic
gain. The festival highlights
the cuisine, wine, spa treatments and golf tournaments
that arc well-known in
Hawaii, all aimed at promoting the Big Island as a prime
tourist destination.
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Munich Stadium: Milestone in Modern Architecture
multi-purpose Ol)mpic Stadiwna much needed improvement
according to some.
'111e Allianz Arena seems to
be a step in the right direction for
Gernllllly for club and international football; says Wendell Khunjar
a junior Civil Engineering nmjor.
The Olympic Stadiwn, which
was built for the 1972 Swnmer
Games and which was also the
stage for WE!l>1 Gennany's victorious 1974 World CUp campaign,
beating the Neth~lands in the
final, will be used for entertainment events such as rock conoerts.
Beckenbauer, \\110 has been
campaigning for a new stadium
both as the Bayem president and
as the chai.m1811 of the organizing
\\ ww.nlli3nz•mn,1.org
committee for the 2006 World
The innovative interpretation of the football stadium of the
CUp, promised "the most unusual
future from the Swiss architects Jacques Herzog and
stadiun1 of the world".
Pierre de Meuron features a smooth outer facade, with Its
The two Swiss architects,
diamond-shaped translucent shell onto which different
Jacques He17.og and Pierre de plays of color can be projected.
Meuron, also guaranteed a "knockout" for a stadiun1, which was changeable colors depending on beautiful design that is worthy of
named Allianz Arena after the what team is playing at home. The world cup football," praises a senpowenul Municl1-based insurance ·'rubber dinghy" or "life boat", as ior Biology Major at Howard.
giant
tl1e fans and the press, due to its
TI1e two home teams will
Because of a revolutionaiy unusual structure, have already shoulder the estimated price tag of
new techruquc, the translucent coined the spectacular project, will 28o million euros \\1ille additional
e.'(!erior of the new arena will have have a towering height of fifty costs such as motorways and
walls consisting of hundreds of meters, a length of two hundred underground railway construction
inflatable plastic cushions. These meters and should host close to will be taken care of by tl1e city of
cushions will be able to radiate in 66,ooo fans. "It is a stunningly Munich and the stntc of Ba,'llria.

By Scan Jackman

Hilltop Staff, vriter
Less than four months after
losing 0-2 to Brazil in the 2002
World CUp Finals, Gemllllly has
something to cheer about. Hosts of
the 2006 World CUp, the Gennans
have laid the cornerstone for \\1,at
promises to be a spectacular new
all-soccer stadium in Munich.
Franz Beckenbauer, who has
won the World C,\1p both as a player (1974) and as a ooach (1990)
said, "This is a happy day for us
footballers," and, along with KarlHeinz Wildmoser, laid the foundation stone for the new stadium.
These two men are presidents of
the two .Munich-based Gemian
Bundesliga-Clubs, Baycm Munich
and TSV 186o.
A gala was supported by well
over two thousand guests that
included many VIPs and was
shown live on Bavarian's regional
television.
Munich is supposed to host
three of the World CUp games,
including the opener and one of
the semifinals. A date of April 2005
is projected for the completion of
the new stadium, which will
become the home stadium for
Munich's two first division clubs,
Bayem and TSV, replacing the old

GAM from page A 1
Undergraduate
Student
Association Coordinator Lany
Brown, Jr., abstained from the
vote.
"I don't think that the 1113jority decision of the Assembly was
\\'ell-thought out," Brown, Jr. said.
"We did not make sure that all of
our checks and balances were in
order before we made that decisiqn. Hence, my abstaining from
the vote."
Brown did offer a solution
that will ensure that sinmtions like
this do not occur in the future. He

suggested all student councils use
the HUSA constitution as a model
to to maintain consistency and
avoid confusion cspccially with
elections.
HUSA President and Chair of
the General Assembly Comell
Williamson said there needs to be
clearer communication between
the Policy Board and the General
Assembly.
Like
Brown,
Wtll.iamson suggest constitutional
refonn.
"I have ordered the General
Assembly to review and revise the
HUSA Constitution," Williamson

Despite their dispute over the
said.
Now that Ravin is in po5ition, special elections, Ravin insisted
he said he feels relie-.-ed.
that there is no animosity between
•rm just ready to get to work; himself and Dorsey, or the Policy
there is a lot of stuff that's impor- Board.
tant that needs to get done,• Ravin
"I wish things would have
said" At the beginning oflast year been handled a little ditferently,
we made the platfonn, and now that we would have been able to
we just have a shorter amount of have resolution a little faster,"
time to get that done. I'm looking Ravin said" Overall, I'm pleased
fo1ward to doing it·
with the results. I am happy th,1t
Ravin is anticipating fulfilling they let the voters decide.•
his goals for the Sn1dent Council,
The General 1\ssembly is the
which includes raising Arts and legislative branch of Howard's stuSciences to a grcat<'r le-.-el than the dent government. The Assembly
student councils of the past
meets e-.,eiy third Wednesday.

Crime in Spain
According to reports by
Spanish police institutions, in
the past few years, Spain has
suffered an increase in the
crime level that far exceeds the
crime rates of any of the rest of
tl1e European countries. Spain
is far above the European average crime rate, and more significantly so in the case of
homicide. Between 1995 and
2000 the number of murders
within the European Union
dropped by 7.7 percent on
average, while a whopping
increase of 34.5 percent was
evident in murders in Spain.
This compared to 11 and 11.3
percent increases registered in
Belgium and the United
Kingdom respectively.

Deep Fritz vs
.
Kramnik Ends lfl
Stalemate
World Chess Champion
Vladimir Kramnik of Russia
tied 4-4 with Deep Fritz in the
eight-match Brains in Bahrain
chess duel.
Deep Fritz is the latest version of a software program that
has dominated the international computer chess ranks
for some years now. Deep
Fritz, which fits on a compact
disc and can run on a laptop,
supercedes tl1e six foot, 1.4 ton
Deep Blue supercomputer that
defeated Garry Kasparov in
1997.

Bahrain's King Hamad
awarded Kramnik $800,000
in prize money for the tournament.

Fasting
Ra,nadhan

for

Millions
of Muslims
around tl1c globe will begin a
month long period of fasting
from November 5 or 6, 2002.
This Ramadhan fast is one of
the five pillars of Islam and
every year invites Muslims to
refocus on their real purpose in
this life, to remedy the errors
of their ways. and sl'ek the
bounty of their Creator, the
One God.
The month is observed by
abstinence from some of the
necessities of life, food and
drink for example, for the period dawn to sunset. The objective is to teach man that if he
could abstain from a necessity,
then certainly he can abstai11
from those evil things which
are not necessary for life.

Australian
Train Slices Bus
In tl1e southern Australian
city of Adelaide, the front of a
packed bus was sliced off as a
tourist train on its way to Alice
Springs hit a car stalled on the
rail crossing, driving it into the
bus parked at the busy intersection on Thursday. Four people died and more were injured
in serious condition and treated at two hospitals and a
makeshift clinic in a nearby
pub.
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BISON BRIEFS
MEAC FOOTBALL
North Carolina A&T 16
Howard
20
Florida A&M
Norfolk St.

34

41

47

Delaware St.
Morgan St.
(OT)

28
35

MEAC STANDINGS
1. Bethune Cookman
(4-0, 8-0)
2. S. Carolina St.
(3·1, 6-2)

3. Hampton

(3·1. 5-3)
4. Florida A&M
(4-2, 6-3)
5. Morgan St.
(3·2, 4-4)
6. Howard
(2-2, 4-3)
7. N. CarolinaA&T
(f-'3, 3-5)
8. Delaware State
(0-4, 2-6)
9. Norfolk St.
(0-5, 2-5)

Women's Soccer

(Sunday)
VIiianova
Howard

By Keishia Th o rpe
Contributing Writer

1
4

Freshman Tasha Harris
pulled off a dramatic first
place finish to guide the
women's cross country to ,~ctory in the M,d-Eastern
At hletic
Conference
Championship held Saturday
at Hag~n-Stone Park in
Greensboro, NC.
The team defeated their
biggest
rival,
Hampton
University, to place first overall in the conference.
Their male counterparts,
however, finished fourth after
battling with the University of
Maryland at Eastern Shore,
who finished just three points
ahead of them.
Harris paced herself
behind Hampton's strongest
runner, Cetera Bunche!, then
legged out the final 400
meters to finish first with a
time of 19-minutes, 24 seconds. Harris garnered Most
Outstanding Performer honors for the meet.
"In [high school], I never
won a championship and it
feels good," said Harris.
"The course was a fast one
and was not as tough as the
others we encountered earlier
this season. We were finally
able to break 20 minutes."
Other top performers on
the freshman-led women's
team were Indira Garcia (4th
place, 19:42) and Ashley Vann
(6th place, 19:52) with junior
teammate Krystal Perkins fin-

By Elena Bergeron and
Aisha Chaney
Hilltop Sports Editors

111r

.,w.motJCSpu, ts.con,

Photo courtesy of the MEAC Office
Members of the women's cross country t eam pose with Conference Co-Chair Charlotte
Crawford, left, and Commissioner Thomas, mlddle.
isbing righ t behind a t 19:54.
The fin ishes marked all
the women's personal best
(PR) for the season.
"The girls did great. They
deserve to win because they
worked for it," said bead coach
Michael Merritt , who was
selected
the
MEAC's
Outstanding Coach.
"They ran smart and
stayed in striking distance of
other groups, then they started picking them off one by
one. Lots of coaches were sur•
prised."
The men dropped a notch
from last year's third place
MEAC finish. Again, Juma
Osman led the t eam placing
12t h with teammates Troy
McArthur (16t h), Gerald
Bright (19th), Jonathan Da~s
(20th) and Leon Snyder (21st)
following.

"The team gave it their
best. Norfol k State was very
deep, Coppin [State] came out
from nowhere and took sec•
ond place," Merritt said.
"The conference has just
become more competitive."
Still, the finish left members of the team dispirited a t
not finishing ,~thin the top
three.
"I think we all [performed) to the best of our abilities," Snyder said.
"It was tough for some
people. We all started together in the front of the pack but
the top runners on the team
went out to handle their business."
Merritt expects that the
me n's solid showing at the
Championship
and
the
women's victory will serve to
elevate the future of both pro-

Crgss-Country
(MEAC Championship)
Women's Team
Results
1. Howard
35
2. Hampton
66
3. Florida A&M
111

4. Norfolk State
115

5. UMES
116

19:24

4. Indira Garcia
19:43

6. Ashley Vann
19:52
7. Krystal Perkins
19:56
Men's Team Results
1. Norfolk State 25
2. Coppin State 78
3. Maryland Eastern
Shore 85
4. Howard 88
5. Hampton 121

Women's Bowling
(@ UMES)
Top Performances
Kimberly Williams225 apg
Lillibeth Jones208 apg
Clarissa Maddox204 apg

grams.
"I am hoping to recruit
new runners ... we are looking
t o not only establish a tradition but also create a dynasty,"
Merritt said.
The conference title "~ll
not be the end of the road for
the women's team, however.
Merritt said the team will con•
tinue to train as their next step
is the NCAA Regionals where
the team "111 compete for the
national title.
Their
victory
e nded
Florida A&M's run in the
championship where Rattler
runners had taken four of the
last five conference titles.
On the men's side,
Norfolk State continued their
dominance, taking their third
title in as many yea rs.

--------------

11
O

Individual Women·s
Results
1. Tasha Harris

Choo
Choo!
All Aboard the
Bison Bandwagon

31

Hampton
S. Carolina St.
(2 OT)

(Friday)
Alabama A&M
Howard

Women's Cross-Country Wins
MEAC Crown; Men Place Fourth

Photo by Rodney Pierce
Defe nsive back Rashad Frazi e r (4) a nd Safety Vontrae Long swarm the Aggie running back.

Defense Leads Bison Charge
By Sora ya M cDon ald
Hilltop Staff Writer

Marcbesini
and
punter
Vaughn Waters out due to
inju ries, freshman fullback
Kevin Tyson launched a surpr isi ng 49-yard kick, which
turned into six more points for
A&T when Hudgins ran it back
84-yards for the Aggies' last
score of the game. Simcox,
who had missed his last four
a ttempts a t extra points
before the game, booted the
PAT to keep the score 16-6.
The Bison's next two
drives failed but the team capitalized off a pass-interference
penalty that put Howard at
the A&T 13-yard line with a
first down. Junior running
back Jay Colbert scampered
for the touchdown that narrowed the Aggies lead to four,
16-12.
Again, the Bison
attempted a two-point conversion with no luck.
Both offenses stumbled in
the fou r th quarter without
being ab le to put together
more than one first down
against two stingy defenses.
The teams butted heads until
Frazier blocked his second
field goal of t he day, this time
from 26 yards ou t.
Propelled by such a big
defensive play, the Bison
offense con verted the moment um to a touchdown on the
result ing six-play, 78-yard
d rive capped by Colbe rt's
n ine-yord carry. Colbert also
accounted for the Bison's only

track for their first season fourth time and h u rried for a n
above .500 since 1998. The incompletion, quarterback
Aggies racked up 18 penalties Donald Clark found wide
What seemed to be a pre- for 148 yards, compared with receiver Kevin Simmonds in
dictable and une\'Cntful foot- Howard's three for 32 yards.
the e nd zone for a 26-yard
ball game Saturdav soon
"I though t that migh t have touchdown pass, the Bison's
turned out to be just the oppo- caused our demise more than first sc.orc of the game. A
site as a last quarter defensive anything else,• A&T head tough Aggie defense made no
stand and two special teams coach Bill Hayes said.
allowances for a successful
turnovers helped the Bison (4•
From the outset, the ball two-point conversion attempt
3 overall, 2-2 MEAC) seal a game was a ba ttle of the and the score re mained 10 -6
20-16 victory over North defenses with neither team mid -way through the third.
Carolina A&T (3-5 overall, 1-3 light ing up the scoreboard
• A&T
had
a
g reat
MEAC) at Greene Stadium.
until A&T sophomore place defense," Pe tty said, "one of
The Aggies' 12-play, 38 kicker
Patrick
Simcox
yard drive stalled outside of launched a 24-yard field goal
the red zone as the Bison five minutes into the second
faithful watched third-string quarter. After Aggie lineBison penalties/yards assessed
freshman
quarterback backer Shau n J ones returned
Marshall Glenn's three final an interception 30 yards to set
Aggie penalties/yards assessed
passes flutter in swirling wind. up t heir next d rive, Frazier
A&T's starting quarterback stuffed Simcox's 35 ya rd
Jason Battle was sidelined in attempt to keep the Bison
Bison's record when Jay Colbert
the first drive by a twisted within striking distance going
rushes for more than 70 yards
ankle, forcing Marshall into into the half.
duty.
The Aggies looked to
Senior defensive back silence Bison fans early in the
Rashad Frazier's two blocked th ird quarter ,~th a 55-yard t he best in the conference. successful two-point conver•
field goal attempts and a flur• touchdown run by freshman They put a lot of pressu re o n sion of the game, which put
ry of Aggie penalties helped r un ni ng
back
D'Bria n the quarterback."
the team up 20-16.
set the tone in the defensive Hudgins.
With both place k icke r
"Whenever special teams
contest that put the Bison on
After being sacked for the Alessandro
"Rocky"

INSIDE THE GAME

3/32
18/148

H

We saw you stomping
do" n the bleachers in your sixinch Gucci heels when the football team fell behind at halftime
during the Homecoming game.
We heard you Saturday,
ignorantly screaming for a new
quarterback, clearly unaware of
the problems that have plagued
the offensive line this season or
tJ1e fuct that the starter you were
insulting leads the MEAC in
p.:issing yards per game.
You're the same person
who, after the loss a t Hampton,
complains to anyone ,~ thin
earshot how bad the team sucks
and then, after beating teams
like FAMU and A&T, tells everyone you know how you went to
high school with the running
back who scored the winning
touchdown.
Though a brisk wind
swirled above Greene Stadium
helping the Bison to fend off an
Aggie comeback in the fourth
quarter, from where we were sitting, all we saw was fair weather.
Fans, that is.
Now I almost don't want to
wear my LaDainian Tomlinson
jersey (Elena) because people
like you rock a crisp Drew Brees
jersey, but were the loudest critics when the Chargers passed on
guys like Randy Moss and
Michael Vick in the draft.
And now, when I talk to \'Ou
about my boy Barry Bo~ds
(Aisha) you get crunk about how
tight he has been in thepost-season, C\>en though at the end of
the regular season all you could
talk about was how the Giants
couldn't get past the Dodgers.
We don't want to make it
seem like "-e \\'Ould ha,-e bet
money that the Saints would be
6-2 thus far tJlis season or that
Notre Dame would be w1bcaten.
Who could ha,-e predicted tJ1at?
But what we are saying is
that you have NO right to sweat
Aaron Brooks now if you don't
know about Bobby Hebert. We
ha,-e NO respect for tJ1e people
who are talking up Tyrone
Willingham for Coach of the
Ycar if they don't know who Ron
Powlus is.
Being a real fun means not
&witching loyalties mid-way
through a season. It means ha,•.
ing enough pride not to talk
s%@t about the school )'OU go to
when your team hits a rough
spot. It means believing that
even though your team went 2-9
last season, tJ1ey can be 4-3 in
October. It also means wanting
to educate yourself about the
game before you attend. Again,
he LEADS the MF.AC in pas.sing
yards per game.
Although being a groupie
fan means that you11 nC\-er be
disappointed (you11 always be
able to say "I told you so")
because you come in on the tail
end of victories and hit all the
post-game parties, being a true
fan ensures )'Our credibility and
means that your team's victories
are that much sweeter. (Shout
out to all my real Braves fans.
Remember 1995?)
Sure, being a hardcore fan
means that you11 have your
heart broken; your team will
have seasons, if not decades,
when they fall short of your
faithful predictions. But that's
what sports are about, having
your emotions so wrapped up in
a game that you either come
away cnished by the defeat or
e.xhilaratcd by tJ1e sweet victoiy.

See DEFENSE 82
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Men's, Women's basketball
pick up preseason honors

JAY COLBERT
The junior rushed
for 86 yards including two touchdowns
in the Bison's victory over North
Carolina A& T

By Aisha Ch a n ey and
Chaun a Bryant
Hilltop Staff Writers
Senior Kyle Williams has
been selected by the MidEastern Athletic Conference
head coaches and Sports
Information Directors, as the
Preseason Player of the Year
for the 2002-2003 basketball
season.
Last season, the 6'6"
guard led the Bison in scoring
and finished second in the
MEAC to Bethune Cookman
guard Richard Toussaint,
with an average of 18.7 points
per game.
Williams also led the
team in steals (59), assists
(79), minutes per game
(33.8), was second in blocked
shots (24) and third in
rebounding (119).
The Burlington, New
Jersey native was named to
both the MEAC regular season and tournament AllConference teams last year.
Bison head coach Frankie

TASHA HARRIS
The freshman led
the women's crosscountry team to
victory, placing
first overall in the
MEAC
Championships.

Allen believes his star has the senior guards Courtney Kirk
potential to lead the team to a and Asia Petty, who were
MEAC title this season.
named to the prescason first
"I think it was a great team and second team for the
individual honor for Kyle and 2002-2003 season, respecwe're all hoping he has a great tively. Jun ior guard Simone
senior season and can 1vin Agee and sophomore point
that award at the end of the guard Daisha Hicks will also
play integral
roles in
year," Allen said.
"But more important than Howard's success this season.
winning the award, he's real
"We are very happy to be
focused on the team goal held at such an esteemed
right now which is winning a position,• Hicks said.
championship this year."
"We are definitely preparing
ourselves with a new
The MEAC also cited the
women's basketball team for mindset and the necessary
tools to repeat last year's perpre-season honors.
Despite the loss of two formance. It takes hard work,
time MEAC Player of the Year dedication, and commitment
Andrea Gardner, the Lady to maintain that standard."
The Lady Bison will begin
Bison were picked to take
home the regular season title their preseason on the road
for the second year in a row.
against George Washington
Just like the voting for University on Nov. 22, while
preseason player of the year, the men play St. Francis that
the head coaches and Sports same day in Loretta, Penn.
Information Directors decide The first regular season game
the preseason picks and the is scheduled for Jan. 6 against
Lady Bison received six first long-time rival Hampton
place votes.
University
in
Burr
The team will be led by Gymnasium.

Seniors Shine in Lady Booters' Victory
\ ictoria

McLean, Bean lead team to 4-1 win over Alabama A&M
By Elena Bergeron
Sports Editor
lt took some goading from
the sidelines but senior forward Victoria McLean's goal
and assist helped lead the
Lady 13ooters (6-8-1) to a 4-1
win over Alabama A&M (5-10)
on Senior Day.
"My mom told me right
before halftime, 'get one. We
didn't come down here for
nothing. You'd better get
one,'" McLean said.
McLean's first half assist,
a pass laced to sophomore forward Raneika Bean for the
first tally of the game, apparently was not enough for the
senior's parents in the last
home game of her career. But
at the 52-minute mark, the
4'10" forward got the chance
to rectify the situation.
After switching fields to
charging midfielder Jocelyn

Fisher on the right side, the
senior Fisher set up classmate
McLean's sliding shot from six
yards out that caromed off the
cross bar into the goal.
"I got the cross from
Jocelyn, my foot hit it and it
just went in the corner. I slid
and my leg felt like Stretch
Armstrong," McLean said.
McLean's was just one of
the exemplary performances
head coach Michelle Street got
from her three seniors. In
addition to Fisher's assist and
pesky play on the flank,
defender
Katrina
Hines
patrolled
the
backline
admirably. Fisher left the
game at the So-minute mark
"~th a strained hamstring.
"It was kind of emotional
tonight to know that four
years were coming to an end,"
Hines said after the contest.
McLean's goal cinched up
the victory that saw Bean (44

points; 21 goals, 2 assists) net
her third hat trick and sixth
multi-goal game of the season.
The sophomore ranks tenth in
the nation in points per game
and sixth in goals per game.
After McLean's setup of Bean
to initiate scoring, the Lady
Bulldogs yielded two soft
goals to the potent striker.
At the ten-minute mark,
Bean dribbled to 20 yards out
before getting off a shot that
sputtered bel:\,•een a confused
A&M goaltender and defender
to send the Bison up 2-0.
After receiving double
coverage in the box, and at
one point, five defenders
inside the 30, Bean one-timed
a pass at the top of the box,
flicking the shot over her
shoulder to slot her third goal
of the day one minute into the
second half.
"They [the Bison) played
very well. They obviously

know how to play on their
home field, controlling the
ball well," said Frank Davies,
head coach of the three-yearold A&M program.
The Lady Bulldogs were
not without chances. however.
and in the 73rd minute junior
forward Christina Grant took
advantage. With two Bulldogs
charging the goal, Bison goalkeeper
Lindsay
Walton
attacked to cut down the angle
on Grant's shot, but the ball
ricocheted off Walton's fingers
and Grant slotted the rebound
home to end the shutout.
"I don't think they should
have scored that one goni, but
I think as seniors we went out
there and played well for the
whole game. It was all or
nothing," McLean said.
The Bison ended their season with an 11-0 road loss to
Villanova Sunday night.

,loschn f ishcr
Fisher tallied four :\ssists
in her final season and
reeled off a career high
two goa l performance
aga inst South ('arolina
State.

Notice anything different
about Howard University athletics? Maybe it's the stamina
and drive of the football team
who have upset l:\vo teams in
the fourth quarter. Perhaps
it's the extended endurance of
the women's cross-country
team, which just took home
the conference championship.
It could even be the extra energy the men's and women's basketball team have, as both are
pre-season favorites.
Wherever
manifested,
there has definitely been a
noticeable change in the style
and play of every sport on
Howard's campus, a change
largely due to the newest addition
to
the
Athletic
Department, Keith Comeforo,
the strength and conditioning
coach.
Coach K, as he is more
commonly kno\\11, is Howard's
first and only strength and
condition coach. How docs one
person change the attitude and
drive of an entire department
in such a short time? It starts
with experience.

Originally from the New
Jersey Shore. Coach K graduated from Oregon State with a
degree in e,xercise and sports
science. Since then, his passion
for sports has taken him
around the country.
He started his career at the
University of Arizona as an
intern. Coincidentally, he
came to Arizona the same year
the men's basketball team won
the National Title. It couldn't
have been drawn up any better.
From there he has · been
the assistant strength and condition coach at Princeton and
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Kentuck-y and the head coach
at Towson, where he first
heard of the position at
Howard.
"Howard is behind compared to other Division I
schools,• Comeforo said. "I
don't have to pick up where
someone else left off. I am able
to start from scratch and build
a whole new program:
Because this is Coach K's
inaugural season and he is the
University's first specialties
coach, there is room for development and improvement.
"Most athletes haven't
been exposed to this kind of
training before, it will benefit
all and the impact "~II be seen
immediately," Comeforo said.
When he first took the job,
he assessed the facilities and
noted actions that needed to be
taken. His first goal was to
make sure everything was
under one roof. With his office
in the basement of Cook Hall,
he couldn't oversee one team's
training in Cook while another
was in Burr.
His number one priority is
to prevent injury and maintain
safety. "You can't do that
unless everyone is together;

he said.
Between the l:\vo weight
rooms, one in Cook and Burr,
there
weren't
enough
machines to accommodate
every athlete. Coach K's only
alternative to accomplish his
goals was to get new equipment.
He then came up with a
plan that entailed putting
down a new floor, donating all
the old equipment, and
installing new equipment,
none of which, Comeforo said,
could have been done without
the time and effort of the Bison
Express.
"There's no right or wrong
way to do this job," Comeforo
sa id. "You can personalize
your own workouts. You look
at other schools, their websites, and get ideas."
Comeforo started every
athlete with the basics, building trust by working on an
individual basis with each athlete. His massive filing cabinet
has a file for every athlete with
detailed instructions for workouts geared toward that
unique individual.
His schedule revolves
around the athletes; what he
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Hines logged a goal :md
an assist this year and wns
one of head coach

'\1ichclll• Strcc-t's most
consistent performers on
the backline.

'Coach K' Improving Stamina, Facilities
By Bern ard Murray
Hilltop Staff Writer

McLean

Th e forward ends her senior campaii:n with one
goal and three assists o,·er
seven games.

has time and availability to do.
However, time is one factor
that is not on his side. Coach K
is the strength and conditioning department. He is only one
person and being there for
every athlete is impossible. He
relies on the team head coaches who he looks to as his assistants.
With a full week that consists of five, 12-hour days, thirteen teams and hundreds of
athletes, why would anybody
want this job? Coach K doesn't
complain, though his athletes
sometimes do.
"If you love it, you'll do it. I
enjoy training. I work in a
weight room and there's no
dress code. Compared to the
corporate world, who wouldn't
do it," he boasted.
The feedback from athletes
and coaches are also positive.
Darryl Nunn, a junior wide
receiver from Detroit, Mich.
praised Coach K's efforts.
•Just look at the effort he
has put into this weight room.
You can tell he's devoted, he
takes bis job seriously."

from DEFENSE B1
gives you a good play, that's
always going to spark a football team.
I think that
blocked field goal sparked us
and made us want to move
the ball down the field;
Clark said.
Good defensive coverage
by the Bison secondary and
favorable weather conditions rendered Marshall's
last three pass attempts
incomplete and the Aggies
turned the ball over on
downs as the clock ran out.
Colbert said that switching from an I formation
(running north-south) to a
sweep (moving cast-west
and then up the field) was
the key to tripping up the
A&T defense during the last
two drives.
Sen ior
All-American
linebacker Tracy White was
named the MEAC defensive
player of the week for his 10tackle performance. Junior
safety Vontrae Long also
turned in another solid performance, with nine tackles.
The Bison will face
Norfolk State University this
Saturday in Greene Stadium
at noon.
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ROOTS from page A1
jailed because oftheir efforts to
promote universal hwnan rights
and universal medical care,• Jilani
said
Salzberg. a Washington representative for the Victims ofTorture,
told the stoiy of Palestinians who
were foroed to abandon their village because of Israeli terrorism.
" People forget that the African
National C.ongrcss under the leadership of Nelson Mandela used violence to liberate Africans fi-om
apartheid,• Salzberg said
Fonner Vice C.ounsel in
Jerusalem, Longmere, said terrorism is used to suppress political dissent
The panelists unanimously
agreed the United States has played
a significant role in supplying terrorists the militaiy weapons that
they need to continue terrorizing
people.
Salzberg. a Quaker, said the
United States has supplied Israel
with the militaiy force used to terrorize innocent Palestinian women
and children. He also referenoed
the United States armed forces
killing forty Afghan people and
injured over 100 people participating in a wedding party.
'The United States is the leading seller in militaiy rums," said
Salzberg.
Jilani said the West supports
dictators and demagogues who
make people tum into radicals.
"Instead of encouraging dictators to come to power, the United
States should support those leaders
who are moderate, secular, and
who will help the Middle F.astern
people," Jilani said.
Salzberg questions the Bush
administration's motive for attacking Iraq.
"President Bush blames countries for their terrorist attacks, but
still takes their oil," said Salzberg. •·
North Korea has more civilized biological and chemical \\'eaJ)Ons than
Iraq, but because Iraq is the leading
producer in oil America wants to
attack Iraq.•
Many of the students who
attended the forum had questions

MONEY from page A1
ed
Caribbean analysts e.~ress
their skepticism in the Report
'The first such effort, the West
Indian Federation in 1962, was
short-Jived, with Jamaica pulling
out because it feared that it would
be burdened by the economic
responsibilities and burdens of the
other islands' weaker economies.
Baroados soon followed suit. leading to the dissolution of bonds.
Five years ago, an attempt by tlie
four Windward Islands of
Dominica, Grenada, St Lucia and
St Vmcent was similarly unsuccessful. For this attempt at confederation to survive, ardent political
maneuvering will be neecssruy. In
the past, tlie lack of commitment

for the panelists. One student asked
what could students do to effect
change. .. Many ti.mes people think
that marching will solve all the
nation's problems," Longmere
said " What will help solve the
problem is when people become
educated about the issue and then
write to their congressmen or join
organizations."
Mark Boswell, a jw1ior legal
commwtications major, said the
Iraqis are training terrorist with
biological and chemical weapons
and that even though America's
motives are pure, there is a need to
overthrow Sadaam Hussein.
"We must give inspections a
chance before we [United States)
use force," said Jonathan Dean,
author of several books on
European security.
Justin Faser, senior international relations major fi-om tl1e
University of Delaware, asked how
the United States polices other

ISLAND from page A1
Elections in Trinidad and Tobago were
held on Monday, October 7. Titis running
however represented a lesson in constitutional law as it was the result of the inability of the
ruling party to successfully nominate and vote
in a Speaker of the House.
Having spent twelve montllS in power
with little to show, Tri11idad and Tobago was
forced by the co11Stituti.on into early eleeti.011S
due to tl1e govemment's inability to pass a
budget. Here the ruling party, the People's
National Movement (PNM as distinct from
Jamaica's PNP), and their leader, Patrick
Manning, retained their positions in govemment. The role of tlie opposition will tllerefore

belong to the Un ited Natio11al Congress
(UNC), cwrently led by Basdeo Panday. The
PNM managed to capture 20 scats from a
possible 36, which left the UNC with 16 scats.
"In my opinion, tl1e previous government
(UNC) danced around most of the cow1try's
major issues, while promoting their personal
agenda and I believe that it is time for a
change. TI1e recently elected 1>art, (PNM) has
a histoiy of addressing the needs of tlie nation
and I hope that this trend will continue and
issues such as education, economic rcfonn
and a successful social e1wironment will be
dealt with," says a Howard Electrical
Engineering junior.
General Elections in the case of tl1ese
Caribbean islands would constitute voting for

a party's representative in specific constituencies, otl1erwise known as seats in Parliament.
The party which, in the end, has the greater
nmnber of seats would run the go'"emment
for a tenn of four years.
The party/parties who won the remainder of these seats would then form the opposition. The opposition's role was tl1en to guide
and influence the decisions of the government by making sure tl1at tlie decisions made
would benefit the country.
Parliament in turn is chaired by a
Speaker, without whom it would be impossible to have a sitting and thus, in the case of
Trinidad and Tobago, impossible to pass any
proposals.

countries.
"Ilie United Nations and the
Security C.ouncil has to start building up a police force so that the
United States would not have to
feel as if they have to police these
nations,· Dean said
The students like Ololade
Fawole, a sophomore political science major, who attended the
forum were veiy pleased witli the
panelists and the terrorist discussion. ""The forum was infomlllti.vc
and encouraging," Fawole said.
"The panelists gave a lot of ideas on
how students can influence the
times in which we live."
Charles Reynolds, assistant
director of HUSA's political action
committee was veiy pleased witl1
the panel discussion.
'The panelists offered a lot of
thought-provoking opinions and
related a lot of personal experiences," said Reynolds.
HUSA plans to use this forwn
as a catalyst for more forums and
discussions about foreign alfui.rs.
On October 30, 2002, the HUSA
political action committee invites
all students to attend a disaJssion
about the War in Iraq in Douglass
Hali from 4-6:oopm.
to the islands' integration presented the largest obstacle in fonning a
Caribbean union. Most were willing to unify if they thought resulting benefits would be tangible, but
as histoiy has shown, they were
just as quick to pull out if unforeseen uncertainties arose."
"It is a rather noble step that
these eight islands will once again
attempt to do what many have
tried in the past, but it is a thankful
reality that at least, we, as
Caribbean people have realized
that wtity is a necessary step in
order for us to be a viable force in
the world market. At tltis ti.me
though, it is not in our best interest
to focus primarily on what can be
gained from a union such as this,
for I believ-c that this is a point well
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belabored.
St Lucia's Prime Minister,
Kenny Anthony told Francis, "Let
us make no agreement tliat we do

not intend to keep, let us resolutely
adl1ere to any course of action for
whicl1 common direction has been
defined:

- ~ -...:J.l:8'.9- ~ CSt:SE

The end result of the union
remains unseen. Whether tlie
Caribbean islands can set aside
individuality for econontic pros-

perity is the question that 1vill
determine their place in the world
at large.
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Are NBA Players Boxin' or
Ballin'?
These days NBA players
are doing more slamming
than dunking. In the world
of professional basketball,
you may often find yourself
wondering if you
just tuned in to an
NBA game or an
episode of Jerry
Springer.
With
the
recent
brawl
between
Sacramento Kings
- shooting
guard
Doug Christie and
Los
Angeles
Lakers small forward Rick
Fox, we have to wonder: are
NBA players simply being
swatted on the hand for
blatant acts of violence?
Because of the competitive and adrenaline-pumping nature of sports, heated
exchanges between players
is to be expected occasionally. However, Fox's behavior was nothing short of
assault when he attacked
Christie off-court after the
fight was broken up. The

average citizen would face
assault and battery charges
for such an attack. What
makes an NBA player less
responsible for his actions?

Our view:

adults and they should be
held accountable for their
actions, as all adult citizens
are expected to do.
As a matter of fact, we
should
expect
more
maturity
from NBA players
in that many children look up to
them as role models. Granted, they
may not ask to be
role models, but to
be a public sports
figure is to assume
the responsibility
of being in the public eye.
Watching your favorite basketball player bludgeoning
another player with his fists
during a game is not a positive image for a young person to see on television.
NBA players should realize
that they are being watched
and should own up to the
responsibility of not perpetuating or endorsing violence as a means to solve
problems.

NBA players should be
prosecuted for violence
just as average citizens
are.
If a professional basketball player acts out in a
violent manner, he should
not simply be fined or given
a warning by the NBA
Commissioner. He should
be prosecuted to the fullest
extent of the law. No one is
above the law, and being an
entertainer or sports figure
does not give way to being a
violent person who can vent
his anger in any way he
pleases without just consequences. These men are

Many mouths around the
Howard University campus fell
open late last week when the
suspects arrested in the sniper
shootings were found to be
black men. Suddenly,
our
pre-conceived
notion of the middleaged white male serial
killer was now forever
distorted. The Jeffrey
Dommer and Charles
Manson demographic
has now been replaced
with the image of a
Black
Jamaican
Muslim.
Many students
were
unpleasantly
stunned to find out the race of
the suspects, for fear that it
might be a reflection on our
people, similar to the negative
views that people formed of
Arab-Americans after the
mass-murders committed in
the events of September 11th.
However, the bigger issue is
that most of us were just flatout shocked because we had
been resigned to the belief that
the sniper would be a white

The alleged sniper's race
should not be such a shock
because there is not just one
profile ofpeople that are
serial killers.
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Our view:

Hall of Fame is not to
take anything away from
the contributions that
Bill Clinton has made for
Black people. He has
taken an active
stance on the
AIDS crisis in
Africa, and he
had the most
Blacks in cabinet than any
o t h e r
President. Few
would
argue
that
Clinton
was a friend to
Blacks, but nevertheless,
that does not make h im a
Black person. His induction has confused the
very mean ing and purpose of the Black Hall of
Fame and it causes us to
wonder if there is any
respectable entity that is
reserved for exceptional
Black people in this
country.

The Black Hall of Fame
should be true to its name
and only induct notable
black people.
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thing of that nature - not
the Black Hall of Fame.
Inducting people who are
not Black into the Black
Hall of Fame detracts
from the purpose of having a historical record for
the achievements of
Black people.
To disagree with
the induction of Clinton
into the Arkansas Black
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individuals would be
more
appropriately
inducted into something
termed "The Civil Rights
Hall of Fame," or some-
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Ma11agi11g Ediror

Black Hall of Fame Not So
Black Anymore
Former president Bill
Clinton,
commonly
referred to by the Black
community as 'the first
Black president,' was
recently inducted
into
The
Arkansas Black
Hall of Fame.
The
nickname
had always been
playful
in
nature, but in
light of recent
events,
we're
beginning
to
wonder if Black
people actually view Bill
Clinton as a Black man.
The Black Hall of
Fame has been a home
for the great Black men
and women in history. It
is a record of outstanding
people
of
African
descent. There are many
people who are not Black
who have done things for
the race; however, these

person. When we witnessed ter, rather than the color of
the brown faces of the sus- one's skin.
pects, many hearts admitteclly
The truth of the matter is
sank a little. Did we hope that that there is not one certain
the sniper would be a white type of person that is capable
of evil-doings. If
history has taught
Our View:
us anything, it is
that good and bad
people come in all
different colors.
We should not
allow ourselves to
take on the prejudiced attitudes of
our past oppressors by forming
s tereotypical
opinions.
person?
Furthermore, we should not
It is ironic that a people take it personally that the
who has eJo.-perienced so much alleged snipers are black men,
racial profiling and prejudice but we should be thankful that
would just assume that the the culprits just might have
sniper would be a white man been caught. Whether the
because, when it comes to seri- killers are black, white, red,
al killing, "black people don't yellow, or even green it should
do things like that." Judging be enough just to know that
people is a shaky issue, but if these senseless killings have
you choose to do so, it would quite possibly come to an end.
be best to base that judgement
on the content of one's charac-
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Imam Jamil A.
Al-Amin Faces
New Charges
Bilal Iddin
Imam Jamil Abdullah AJAmin, formerly H. Rap
Brown, has been transferred
from jail in Georgia to
Montgomery,
Alabama,
where he is facing new federal charges. Al-Amin, who is
currently serving a life sentence without the possibility
of parole, was arraigned in
Federal Court on Monday
October 7, in Alabama on
charges of firing a weapon at
federal officers. The murder
conviction of Al-Amin was,
and still is, highly controversial as many people across the
nation feel he was wrongly
accused and convicted.
Controversy surrounded
the murder case against AlAmin from the very beginning up until this day. AlAmin was arr_ested and held
in police custody since March
of 2000 for allegedly ldlling
sheriff deputy Ricky Kinchen
on March 16, in Atlanta,
Georgia. Throughout this
case there were major inconsistencies in the evidence,
which suggested that AlAmin was not the killer. In a
brief review, both the deputy
who died Rick-y Kinchen and
the
surv1vmg
deputy
Aldranon English claimed to
have wounded the assailant
in the stomach area but when
Al-Amin was arrested three
days later in Whitehall,
Alabama the police were
shocked to learn that he had
no injuries. In addition, a
young man named Otis
Jackson had made a confession to the shooting; however
he recanted his confession
after two interviews by federal authorities in a letter to
then U.S. Attorney General
Janet Reno in which he
expressed fear for his life.
While there were many more
similarly striking revelations
in this case these are the two
that stand out the most.
Despite this shaky evidence
Al-Amin was convicted of
murder and sentenced to life
in prison without possibility
of parole in March of 2002.
In May of 2002 Otis
Jackson once again confessed
to authorities that he was the
man responsible for the murder of Ricky Kinchen.
Presently, Jackson is in a
Nevada prison on unrelated
charges and he has vowed to
free Imam Jamil as soon as he
gets out. In a notarized statement addressed to Imam
Furqan Muhammad, Otis
Jackson says, "the District
Attorney's office knows that
Jamil did not do any shooting, and Deputy Aldranon
English knows that Jamil did
not shoot him. I asked the
District Attorney to show Mr.
English my picture because I
know that he would remember me." J ackson clearly
admits his guilt in this notarized statement and he also
expressed his deep concerns
for Imam J amil Abdullah AJAmin. "I am not a big fan of
Al-Amin, but I cannot sit back
and let him take this case, and
I know that he did nothing",
said Jackson.
Otis Jackson told the
same story to El-Hajj Mauri'
Saalakhan of the DC based
Peace
and
Justice
Foundation, which is a
human rights organization.
Saalakhan had an opportunity to interview Otis Jackson
from his prison cell in Nevada
on May 9, 2002. According to
Saalakhan Jackson provided
details that only someone
who was present the night of
the murder would know.
Throughout this intervi ew,
Jackson was pointing in the
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direction of the United States
government as having had a
prominent hand in AJ-A.min's
arrest and conviction. Many
people, including defense
attorneys in AJ-Amin's case,
believe these charges to be
true and ,-iew them as a continuation of a f)Olitically
based conspiracy.
Imam Jamil A. AJAntln does have a past record
of political activism and was
heavily involved in the Civil
Rights and Black Power
Struggle. Imam Jamil, then
known as H. Rap Brown,
served as the field director
and an activist for the
Student
Non-Violent
Coordinating
Committee
(SNCC) for more than twelve
years. He also spent a very
brief time of sLx months with
the Black Panther Party
before his 197o's religious
conversion to Islam. After
embracing Islam H. Rap
Brown changed his name to
Jamil Abdullah Al-Amin, and
after years of studying Islam
he became an Imam (Mosque
leader) and resettled in the
West End community of
Atlanta, Georgia. Al-Amin
was appointed Imam of the
local Mosque and was praised
as a hero of the community
for being able to clean up the
previously violent and drugfilled West End section of
Atlanta. Al- Amin was
also appointed leader of the
Muslim group the National
Ummah, which has 36
Mosques around the country.
After Imam Jamil
was convicted and sentenced
in March 2002, he has been
subjected to poor treatment
and harassment by the prison
system. Al-Amin up until he
was recently transferred to
Alabama was under 23-hour
lockdown and being held in
solitary confinement. AlAmin hours a day seven days
a week and was not allowed to
perform the Friday prayer,
which is a religious requirement for all Muslims. The
Georgia prison also limited
the number of books Al-Amin
could have and put restrictions on botli the letters he
mails out and the letters that
he receives. Also restricted
was his visitation policy and
he rarely was able to see any
,~sitors. AJ-Amin's prison life
has truly been one of intense
physical and mental suffering.
With Al-Amin now in
Alabama and facing federal
charges, his future is uncerta in. These new charges
came at a time when Al-Amin
was preparing for his "Motion
for a New Trial" that is scheduled to take place in Atlanta,
on November 15, 2002. ElHajj
Mauri'
Saalakhan
expla ined that the government is concerned about the
possibility of victory on the
state level in the appeals
process and that is th~ reason
why they are seeking federal
charges against Al-Amin.
"The government is obviously
pursuing a policy of adding
layers of legal obstruction
against the possibility of freedom for the Imam any time
soon", said Saalakhan.
Many individuals and
organizations
nationwide
have been raising money,
raising awareness, and are
heavily involved in the fight
to free Imam Jamil Abdullah
Al-Amin. This seems to be
another case of political
imprisonment and tliat of the
wrongly com~cted. It will be
a long and hard fought battle,
let us just hope that in the end
justice will prevail. ·

The Product
of Willie
Lynch:
Blood or
Brotherhood
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Sebas tian Parks

Pimps and Hoes at the
Mecca?
Sherita Martin

not another alternative? Could
no one on the Homecoming
I have been attending this Committee come up with
great institution for two years another, more appropriate
and I must admit that I have theme? If all ideas were
seen and heard of some ques- exhausted, could it not have
tionable happenings around been simply entitled, "The
campus. However, the climax of Fashion Show?" Was it imperathis occurred this past home- tive that it be themed?
coming with the titling of the
I am extremely disgusted
fashion show "Pimp Harder."
and shocked that this is acceptThe fact that no one has able on the campus of the
questioned this makes me won- Mecca. My mother did not send
der where the moral integrity of me here, nor did J come here to
this institution has gone. A be openly insulted and embarpimp is one who solicits clients rassed. There were alumni and
for a prostitute, and to pimp parents in the audience of a
means to incur financial gain program in which models
from the sexual toils of a prosti- appeared with their arms
tute. Really, is that what we draped leisurely across their
(Bison) stand for? This is unac- chest, barely covering their
ceptable.
breasts, modelingjeans. A plain
My displeasure, however, tee shirt would have done the
docs not stop there. The fash- job in a much more respectable
ion show was sprinkled with way, without drawing attention
commentary from pimps. I fail from the article of clothing
to understand the point of being showcased.
highlighting a documentary
But then again, how can I
(Pimps Up Hoes Down) that question the theme of the fashdisplays such a horrible aspect ion show when .everyday camof American Culture. Was there pus life is a fashion show. In

fact, Howard is becoming
known for just that. On any
given Tuesday in the spring,
one can sec girls parading
around campus in belly-shirts
and mini-skirts. It is commonplace in the winter time to see
girls stumbling up the hill in
three inch heel boots, and tight
jeans and sweaters. One can be
fashionable and sexy fully
clothed and be respected as
well. Nakedness does not mean
sexy and does not demand
respect. We, as a school, need
to demand more from ourselves
and expect more from our
peers.
Furthermore, the Howard
men need not encourage
Howard women to prance
around in totally inappropriate
clothing, and ladies, we need
not do it. Then, when we arc
embarrassed nationally. we can
be outwardly outraged rather
than silently disgusted.

Sherita Martin is a junio,·
nursing major.

Continue to Go Strong Hilltop
Cassaundra Cumbess
Editorial & Perspectives Editor
In the past few weeks, I
have been bombarbed with
perspectives that have featured
only the negative.
It is about time that someone rose up for the positive in
spite of all the naysayers. I
would personally like to congratulate the HU Hilltop editorial staff.

This includes, among others, the copy editors, copy chief
and managing editor. They
have done a great job with this
publication and I would like
them to know that their devotion is truly appreciated.
Gone arc the days where I
am greeted with mispellings,
gone arc the words that had me
wondering what language the
paper was written in and questioning my own sanity, gone

are the useless articles that
quote everyone and everything
without offering anything
resembling an opinion or a
fact.
lt is all hard core journalism and top notch quality. lt
seems like the iMecca is rearing
the next herd of reporters of
tomorrow.
Great job editors and
kudos to you.

To Write Perspectives or
Letters to the Editor, go
to ww·w.thehilltoponline.com and submit
them electronically!
The Hilltop

Every morning I awake
and go th1 ough the same
daily routine, as I am s ure
every Black man does on
Howard University's campus: I am awaken by some
startling device that sits no
less than three feet away,
then stumble, still incoherent, to the bathroom to
brush my teeth, wash my
face, and hopefully shower
in an attempt to make that
first class. I dress, gather
books, and readi for the
doorknob, praying that one
aspect of the world that I
experienced the day before
won't be present today.
I am referring to when I
walk through the yard as an
intelligent, articulate, well
dressed, and well groomed
black man, hoping to be
embraced by my fellow
brothers, but instead seeing
the jealously, feeling the
animosity, breathing the
hatred, and locating the
envy. I'm referring to when I
introduce myself to a fellow
Black man and he is reluctant to have a conversation,
to share himself with me, to
tell me his personal story, to
deny others to witness one
of the most underra ted
things on God's green earth:
two intelligent Black men
discussing the past, present,
and future all in a positive
sense.
The aspect I fear every
morning when I awake is in
actuality a portion of simple
speech, given with simple
words, written by a simple
white man, more than a century ago in order to control
slave rebellions and uprisings. Willie Lynch stated, "I
shall assure you that distrust is stronier than trust
and envy is stronger than
adulation, respect and admiration."
This, my friends, is th e
very reason why some Black
fathers arc jealous of thei r
own sons, why at times we
hate to sec another black
man succeed in any shape or
fashion, and more relatively,
why we mav chollsc to
despise another black man
on this campus without
knowi ng a sin gle detail
about him or his lives. This
is why we wonder about his
money, or the neighborhood
he grew up in, or whet her or
not anything he is wearing is
real, or how did he get her,
or how does he know so
many people, or why he is
always smiling, or what has
he done to 'Carn the respect
of so many. We were trained
this way, trained to be failures, to self-destruct, to tear
each other apart - mind,
body, and soul - so that the
oppressor doesn't have to
spend his time or energy
doing so.
Get a grip; no Black man
on this campus is the enemy.
Let our conflicts come in
intelligent discussion, in
lyrical exchange, or in some
form of written expression.
It is much easier to love, or
even learn to love, than to
hate or despise. Learn to
love the Black man; there is
nothing ... no species, no animal, no crcature... nothing
like us on this earth that can
bond together and succeed
as we can if we strive to.
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